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Warden’s Introduction
Over the past year Forest has continued to build
strong links with other schools and organisations,
finding education partners to learn from and share
with in the local community, across the country, and
now across the world. This involvement is an integral
part of the School’s ethos; an outlook agreed as being
important to many pupils, staff, and families in the
Forest community who want to see Forest playing an
ever more active role in addressing the educational
causes of social inequality and immobility.
And, the starting point for all these partnerships is to
create a means to share best practice, raise aspirations,
and ensure as many young people as possible can
benefit from the sort of opportunities for personal
development and academic achievement on offer
at Forest. This generation of responsible and caring
young people are increasingly frustrated with the
unfairness they perceive in society, so I am delighted
to see so many Forest pupils finding an outlet for
that frustration in different types of outreach work.

At this moment, independent schools are quite
rightly being asked to demonstrate that they provide
public benefit and although we clearly can never
solve the problems of the whole education sector,
never mind the social mobility challenges of the
whole country, we can ensure that our impact on
the local community remains a considerable one, as
the Economic Impact figures in this booklet show
Forest’s to be. We can also add value in other ways
by making Forest more accessible to pupils who do
not have the financial means to pay school fees as
well offering support for pupils in their own schools
which we do across a wide array of projects. We are
working hard on both these fronts.
Right now, our educational link with Aurora School
in Shanghai is thriving, our long-standing support of
the London Academy of Excellence is stronger than
ever, and we are embarking on a ground-breaking
partnership with the Hackney Empire, a powerful
new opportunity for Forest to commit to both the
community and the Arts. This partnership sees us
become a part of the Hackney Empire Creative
Futures programme, which reaches more than 4,000
disadvantaged young people every year.
Marcus Cliff Hodges
Warden
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Introduction
It is a great pleasure to welcome you to the second
edition of our Outreach and Partnerships Booklet.
The first version came on the back of a year of
frenetic activity and I didn’t think things could
get any busier, but this year seems to have built on
the hard work of last year. In the first term we ran
more events than in the entirety of 2017-18, and
we are continuously building upon this. All of this
is testament to the hard work and commitment of
the Forest school community and the willingness
to get involved of countless individuals across the
local education community.

This document captures some of the joy these
collaborations have brought to both parties and
also the willingness on the part of all members of
the Forest community to be part of the Outreach
and Partnerships conversation.
We hope this continues to inspire and delight both
within our staff and student body and in the wider
community they meet.
Our booklet will encourage others locally to get
involved with us. If you think we can support or
work alongside you on a project or on a longer-term
goal please get in touch as we are always interested
in approaching new projects.
Adela Kay
Director of Outreach
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Our Partnership: LAE
Our partnership with LAE began in 2012. Much
has already been achieved. Forest is delighted to
have seen the participation of LAE in the following
activities and programmes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership Conference
Critical Thinking Skills
Oxbridge Support
Debating
Forest Futures
Shared INSET
HoD support and network

Forest has also offered the use of its facilities and
teaching spaces, and some of our staff have been
seconded. As time has gone on the relationship has
developed and we have supported various aspects of
their development, most particularly co-curricular,
with support and advice from Jeff.
A key aspect of the partnership is that it is a twoway relationship. Over 50 members of staff across
both schools are now actively involved. At Forest
we seek to share training opportunities with LAE
where it is relevant.
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These have included:
•
•
•
•

Pastoral care
Safeguarding
Duke of Edinburgh
Sport

On an academic level, Heads of Department now
meet regularly and share training; there has been
an exciting Physics project taking place this year,
LAE students regularly come to Forest for talks,
critical thinking sessions and university entrance
interview practice, while LAE staff have joined us
for Safeguarding training, First Aid Training, and
numerous education conferences as well.
In January it was good to see six LAE staff attending
Forest’s Visible Learning InSET with a specific
focus on the impact of good feedback on pupil
development. In addition, each House at LAE is
linked to a partner school so we enjoy hosting the
pupils of Forest House here at Forest for a day each
year.

“
Forest should be extremely proud of the part it has played in
helping set up this truly inspiring school. It has been wonderful

to get to know pupils there, to follow their progress and to know
that we have been able to contribute directly to their success. As
we go forward, I would like to see Forest and LAE sharing even
more, learning from each other, and for even more members of
the Forest community to get to know our partner school.
Marcus Cliff Hodges - The Warden

At a governance level, the Warden of Forest is a
governor of LAE, visiting the school regularly to
meet pupils and staff, discuss strategy and to attend
Governor Meetings. Scott Baker, the current Head
who has become a close friend of Forest, is keen
to use Forest’s proximity to LAE to ensure our
partnership continues to thrive.

We firmly believe in the benefits that our
sponsorship of LAE (along with co-sponsors
Highgate, Caterham, Eton, University College
School and Brighton College) brings to Forest,
particularly the opportunities to share best
practice in learning and teaching methods, and
the professional development of staff.
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STEAM
STEAM Talk - Rob Nelson
The Forest School Careers Team organised an event
for STEAM Club which was attended by more than
50 people. This included pupils from Year 7 - Year
13, along with parents and attendees from some
of the local maintained schools we partner with,
including the London Academy of Excellence, and
Walthamstow School for Girls.
Three Forest Departments worked together to
deliver the event as part of our careers programme’s
Gatsby Benchmark of encounters with employers/
employees.

“
Thank you so much for
inviting us to the STEAM

event yesterday evening. It
was very informative and we
all really enjoyed it.
A member of staff
from Walthamstow School for Girls
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Rob Nelson is an aerospace professional with more
than 20 years’ experience in the industry. He works
in in-service engineering, flight trials, Customer
Technical Support, and as the Head of Marketing
at Ultra Electronics PCS. He brought with him
control panels from an executive jet and Concorde
for the audience to experience for themselves. They
found the difference in weight and size astounding,
with the jet's panels being remarkably small and
very light.

Junior Science Competition
This year we ran two annual Junior Science
Competitions so we were able to host more than 35
schools. The competition was run by Ms Vidos who
is Junior Science coordinator, ably supported by Ms
Christou, one of our science technicians. This event
involved teams of four students from each school
completing different scientific problems, and being
awarded marks for how well they completed their
experiments and drew their conclusions.

Astro-physics Talk - Prof Garrett
Cotter, Oxford University
In February, Garret Cotter, Professor of Physics
at Exeter College, Oxford, gave an inspiring and
informative talk on the formation of stars to Forest
and local secondary school students, commencing
with the physical conditions which lead to the
collapse of gas clouds and how these conditions
change over time as a protostar is formed.
He is currently developing the next generation
ground-based observatory for gamma-ray
astronomy. The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA)
will be constructed in the Atacama Desert in
northern Chile over the next few years.
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British Science Week
This year Forest’s Science Week was a huge
celebration of all things science! We had activities
and events running for every pupil in the school
from Reception right through to Year 13. Our
site was very busy with more than 1,200 external
students from 13 local primary schools visiting over
the course of the week.
A huge thank you needs to go to Carolyn Browne
and Jill White who orchestrated the whole week.

“know
I learnt lots of things I didn’t
before and it has really
inspired me to study science
for my GCSEs, but now I
am puzzled on which subject
within science I enjoy the most
because they are all so brilliant!
Oliver, Year 6
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Wonderstruck Rocket Show
How does a rocket engine work? This show had all the
answers. It also explained the difference between solid
and liquid propellant motors and followed the history
of rocket science from the days of the Ancient China
to modern space tourism.

“
We watched so many
jaw dropping experiments.

Gunpowder was put in a
container with rice crispies
and when the explosion
happened, rice crispies went
everywhere! The presenter
held fire in his hands burning on cotton. He
even made explosives with
red hot wax and different
liquids!
Joshua, Aaron & Aditya, Year 5
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“hydrogen-peroxide
I learnt that if you mix
and

sodium-iodine and washing
up liquid, you make foam! It
was so exciting to watch this
experiment!

Science Boffins: Presentations
Science Boffin Ollie presented two highly entertaining
shows, one to the Pre-Prep and one to the Prep School,
which engaged and excited the children - a super start
to Science Week!

Atif, Year 4

“
The show was a collective
of fun, flames, fumes and fire!
Selvi, Year 6
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Immersive Experiences Journey
to Infinity / Sunshine
Volcanologist
Dr Robin Andrews, a volcanologist and science
journalist, gave students a mesmerising and
engaging talk on experimental volcanology and the
most up-to-date technologies used to study them,
including drones.

The Reception class children were introduced to
Sunshine, a lovable cartoon Sun who wanted them
to look around, raise their hands, sing and play
along with his tricks. During the fun and games, the
stars of the night sky were revealed, and the children
were introduced to the different constellations.

“presentation
I particularly liked the
on volcanoes

because you got to learn
about lava. I always
thought lava was red
coloured, but underground
it can be blue because of
the gasses in the lava.
Allegra, Year 3

“planetarium
I loved seeing Orion at the
show; it’s easy to
spot because it has three stars
for its belt.
George, Reception
13

“
I enjoyed finding out how
some jobs and people are super.

Science Made Simple
Who Wants to be a Superhero?
Science Made Simple gave fascinating presentation
which looked at careers in science and linked
scientific inventions to the superpowers of a number
of superheroes.

It made me happy to know
that one day I might have a
superpower. This inspires me
to be super and do something
for the world. Also, the fact the
world is at a stage where people
have superpowers makes me
wonder ‘what else can we do?
Orla, Year 6
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Maths Off Piste
In October our annual Maths Off Piste lecture took
place. Popular maths author and journalist Alex
Bellow took a break from his rounds of celebrity
maths slots on Radio 4 and the like, to come and
give us his take on some mathematical action.
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Primary Maths Day
In December, Forest Maths Team welcomed 15
local schools to take part in an afternoon of Maths
Challenges. The students had opportunities to solve
complex maths problems, helped by students from
the senior school. The event was organised by Ms
Rathod and was very successful.

“
It was great to watch the
children I brought to the event

come back to class and challenge
their peers with the various logic
problems they tackled on the
day. Your staff and pupils were
very welcoming and the whole
afternoon was a pleasure to be
a part of. Hope to see you again
next year.
Snaresbrook Primary - Mr Batley
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E-Learning & Economics
Be Strong Online - Diana Trust

Economics Talk

Be Strong Online is a peer-led programme to
help young people develop digital resilience. In
September we hosted 60 external students to launch
and participate in the Be Strong Ambassadors
programme. Be Strong Online contains free
resources over ten topics covering digital issues like
cyber-bullying, social media, online privacy, selfies,
gaming and much more!

In October Forest welcomed Trinity, LAE,
Woodbridge, and Higham’s Park students for an
Economics in Action Guest Lecture Event. Jonathan
Grant, Head of Legal for the Bank of England,
spoke to a packed Deaton Theatre about the role
the bank plays in maintaining financial stability,
careers at the Bank, and the Bank’s response to the
07/08 financial crisis.
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Humanities & Literacy
Dr Benjamin Thompson

Inter-School Debating

In January we welcomed Benjamin Thompson,
Fellow and Tutor in Medieval History at Somerville
College,
University of Oxford, to give a lecture to the
Historical Society. He spoke on the subject of
‘How Henry VII ended the Wars of the Roses and
established the Tudor Dynasty’.

In March Forest played host to a debating
competition with Henry Maynard Primary. The
motion was Veganism is a better way to live.

Benjamin answered questions from students from
Forest and LAE surrounding the depiction of
Henry VII and wider questions surrounding the
Tudor dynasty and the Wars of the Roses.
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On the day, Forest drew the Proposition and
Judge Kennedy (a Forest School governor) kindly
agreed to chair the proceedings which took on an
altogether much more professional feel as a result.
The results were compelling - Forest School won
36 to 28!
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the debate and the
level of participation was immense. We would like
to thank Mrs Pickwick and Judge Kennedy for
organising the event.

Author Visit for World Book Day
In March, author Sarah McIntyre talked to the
Forest Pre-Prep, together with 130 children from
Snaresbrook Primary School. They had a session
reading her stories and talking about her books and
illustrations.
Thanks to Ms Goring who organised the day and to
the Snaresbrook Primary School staff who walked
in their outfits from their school to ours!

“
I liked the author because
she designs lots of picture books.
Priya - Year 2

“
I liked the author because
she was really talented and her
hat was very interesting!
Siya - Year 2
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The Arts

Prep and Primary Music Day
Forest School’s thirteenth Prep and Primary music
day took place in October and saw an eclectic array
of practical music-making activities, typical of a
musical day at Forest School, organised by Director
of Music, Mr McGregor.
Students started and ended the day with group
singing under Mr Clements, Head of Prep School
Music, and students learnt a song off by heart,
working on the skills of blend, tone and balance.
Students then moved to work under the direction
of Mr Dave Clewlow, Head of Brass at Forest, to
develop a performance taken from Saint-Saen’s Le
Carnaval des Animaux.
Congratulations to all students involved and we
look forward to welcoming many more students to
Forest, as well as our local partnership schools, next
year.

NHS Retirement Fellowship
Concert
In December a group of senior musicians in Years
7-9 performed to the retired community of NHS
staff at Our Lady of Lourdes in Wanstead. This is
an annual event which Forest have participated in
for several years and the NHS staff look forward to
welcoming the pupils. With thanks to Sue Shepperd
for organising this each year.
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Chamber Orchestra at the House
of Commons
Chamber Orchestra pupils performed at the Terrace
Pavilion in the House of Commons to celebrate
125th Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda’s Chicago
Address.
The theme of the event was Universal Tolerance;
Harmony and Peace and Unity in Diversity. The
event featured seminar, music & recitation. The
celebration was attended and addressed by MPs,
diplomats, scholars, interfaith leaders and other
honourable guests.

Performing Arts Holiday School
Over the Easter and summer holidays Ms TollandWoodley, our Head of Dance, ran a dance school.
As part of our Outreach work we offered six free
places to our three local secondary schools during
the summer and six places to our partner primary
schools during Easter.
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Come and Sing - Faure’s Requiem
Saturday, 16th March saw the culmination of
eight months’ work with a choir containing 80
pupils from five local primary schools, and a local
adults chorus performing one of the most beautiful
choral works in the repertoire, accompanied by a
professional orchestra.
The concert represented the herculean efforts of a
group of young singers from Davis Lane, Selwyn
and Woodford Green Primary Schools, as well as
Chingford CofE Primary School, led by the choirs
from Forest Prep School.

It was a pleasure and a wonder to witness young
musicians engage so readily and excitedly with a
piece of phenomenal repertoire. The value and
importance in exposing young people in our charge
to such a cultural experience is paramount in
fostering a lifelong love and passion for music (in
all its forms).
As a result, we have also established some excellent
new partnerships, as well as instituting a new
annual tradition of a Prep School music outreach
event which we hope will grow year after year. With
thanks to James Clements, Head of Prep Music for
all his hard work in making this happen.

“
I would like to thank James Clements and Forest Preparatory
School for inviting us to perform in the massed choir rendition of

Faure’s Requiem, and for Mr Clement’s support in teaching this.
Our choir were so proud to take part in such a wonderful event.
After Mr Clement’s support, I feel more confident in teaching the
choir music that I previously thought too difficult to tackle. I look
forward to working with Forest school next year.
Marie Habershon - On behalf of Chingford Church of England Primary School
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Hackney Empire

Partnership and Launch Event
Forest is now the proud partner of Hackney
Empire’s Creative Futures programme, reaching
4,000 disadvantaged young people every year.
On 16th May, Forest School and Hackney Empire
jointly hosted an event to mark the launch of this
new partnership.
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The event was attended by the Warden of Forest School,
Marcus Cliff Hodges, Gemma Van Praagh, Deputy
Head Co-Curricular at Forest, Yamin Choudury,
Director of Artistic Programme at Hackney Empire,
and Jo Hemmant, Executive Director at Hackney
Empire. A plaque was unveiled and there were
performances from Creative Futures students who,
through the programme, have benefitted from the
opportunities that young people from disadvantaged
backgrounds so often miss out on.
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“might
Without the support of partners such as Forest School this work
not exist, and all of us at Hackney Empire would like to
express our sincere gratitude to the governors, teachers and parents
at Forest School for their shared passion and vital enthusiasm to
create change and transformation amongst those who are most
in need and often most ignored. We very much look forward to
working together to create necessary, long-term and sustainable
impact in our communities.
Yamin Choudury - Director of Artistic Programme
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Careers
Forest Futures - Medics Day
Forest School’s innovative Futures series continued
on Saturday, 15th June with its third Forest Futures
Medics Day.
Twenty prospective future doctors and dentists
from Forest School, Trinity Catholic High School,
and Heathcote High School, were yet again put
through their paces by an outstanding panel of
experts. Leading the different viva sessions were
Old Foresters and parents from Forest School.
•

•

•
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Professor Karim Brohi, Consultant Trauma
& Vascular Surgeon at the Royal London
Hospital, Professor of Trauma Sciences at
Queen Mary University of London and
Clinical Director of the London Trauma
System and London Air Ambulance
Dr Sanjay Gautama, Lead Paediatric
Anaesthetist, Chief Clinical Information
Officer and Caldicott Guardian at Imperial
Healthcare NHS Trust
Dr Saimah Arif, Consultant Histopathologist
and Clinical Service Lead, Princess Alexandra
Hospital Trust, and Council Member of
the British Association of Gynaecological
Pathologists

•

Dr Premala Nadarajah, Consultant
Anaesthetist, Royal Free Hospital

•

Mr Ashwin Reddy, Consultant
Ophthalmologist, Barts & the London NHS
Trust

•

Mr Rehan Khan, Consultant in Obstetrics
& Gynaecology, & Director of Medical
Education, Barts & The London NHS Trust

•

Dr Attiya Khan, General Practitioner

With support from some willing current medical
and dentistry students and organised by our own
in-house medical doctor and Biology Master, Mr
Matt Clifford, the pupils kicked off our own training
process that has seen numbers of pupils entering
medical school rise significantly in recent years.

The pupils experienced medical school viva style
interviews and also watched their colleagues go
through the process, allowing them to see firsthand how others tackled the pressure of interview
and giving them a chance to adopt new ideas going
into the next round.
They had plenty of opportunities to talk to all
our faculty about their careers and get top tips to
prepare them for their applications, and were then
mentored by the faculty and pitched against each
other in 5 rounds of medical ethics debates. For
the pupils, this process will be continued through
the Michaelmas term with on-going mentoring,
interview practise, MMI sessions and ethics lectures,
as well as support for the upcoming BMAT and
UKCAT exams.
The next Forest Futures Medics Day will be on
Saturday, 13th June 2020. If you would like to
join the faculty and continue to help us to provide
exceptional support to our pupils and our outreach
schools, please do not hesitate to contact Samantha
at sgautama@forest.org.uk.
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Forest Futures Apprenticeships
At the end of February Forest School was excited
to host an array of expert speakers and panelists
promoting the importance of the national
apprenticeships programme.
The speakers included:
•

Jonathan Mitchell, Deputy Director
(Standards Development) at the Institute
for Apprenticeships & Technical Education

•

Charlotte Wolstenholme, STEM
Ambassador, Systems Integration Engineer
and Site STEM Leader at Cummins Turbo
Technologies

•

Nina Manku, Head of Accountancy & Tax
Design at Kaplan

The panel were real-life apprentices from businesses
in Accounting, Finance, Construction and Law. They
shared in a lively debate de-bunking the myths that
apprenticeships were only for less academic students.
Forest is proud to showcase this Apprenticeships
Conference as part of our Next Steps programme.
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Forest Futures - Business and
Finance
This year it was the turn of Business & Finance.
Pupils from Forest School and local state Sixth
Forms settled into the Deaton Theatre to listen to
a panel of experts from our alumni & parent body
talk about their careers in the City – how they got
to where they are today, what you need to do to
build a career in the City, and the kind of place
it is to work in today. Companies represented on
the day included Ernst & Young, Credit Suisse, JP
Morgan, and Hymans Robertson.
With thanks to Chris Elliott (Miller’s 1976 1983), Nazish Choudhury (Franklin 2001 - 2008),
and parents Dalbir Kathuria, James Johnson, and
Nadeem Kiyani for giving up their time and sharing
their stories and advice with the pupils.
Our speakers talked about trading from the
perspectives of independent trading, and trading
for a bank in currency exchange. They explored the
world of actuaries and accountancy and looked at
how to start a career in investment banking.
The pupils asked some interesting questions about
what a day might look like, how to get your foot in
the door initially, and whether you need a degree at
all. There was also a good deal of discussion around
competency questioning and the ability to think on
your feet, about the wider picture, and skills needed
to be successful in the workplace.
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Community

Community Action
YEAR 7

4 STUDENTS

FOREST DENE CARE HOME
GIVING 2 HOURS PER WEEK

YEAR
11-13
30 STUDENTS

GIVING 2 HOURS PER WEEK
TOTALLING

1400 HOURS

93 HOURS

FOREST IN
ACTION DAYS
204 STUDENTS
ACROSS TWO DAYS OF
COMMUNITY ACTION

3264 HOURS
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We encourage all students at Forest to give back
to the community and identify ways in which they
can support citizens.

41 GOLD

WHOLE
SCHOOL

MINIUMUM OF
52 HOURS
OVER 12 MONTHS
PER STUDENT

COLLECTING
FOR
CHARITY

51 SILVER
MINIUMUM OF
24 HOURS
OVER 6 MONTHS
PER STUDENT

135 BRONZE
MINIUMUM OF
12 HOURS
PER STUDENT
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THIS ACADEMIC
YEAR, STUDENTS
HAVE SPENT OVER

170
HOURS
INVOLVED IN
COLLECTION
PROJECTS FOR
CHARITY

Red Box Collection
Period Poverty
This year we were very pleased to launch a new longterm partnership with the Red Box Project, who
work to ensure that no schoolgirl in the country,
regardless of their socio-economic background,
misses a day of school because they do not have
access to sanitary products. As such, Forest School
has now become a collection point for the campaign;
with Red Boxes placed in Reception, the Main
Office and the Sixth Form Centre, for the collection
of sanitary products that will be distributed to the
most in-need girls across London.
Ms Horner and the Red Box/Period Poverty team
for Forest met Christine Lee of Redbox and she was
overwhelmed by how much we had collected in just
a few weeks.

Daffodil Day Collection for
Marie Curie Cancer
This is the fourth year that students in the 6th
form have volunteered on a Saturday to help with
the Marie Curie Daffodil Day street collections.
Jill Playford from the charity Marie Curie was
delighted with the involvement of 5 of our pupils
in the recent street collections.

“Manaal
Jennifer Liu, Fatemah Jilani,
Bharadia, Maya Popat

and Noah Bennis were fantastic
ambassadors for Marie Curie.
They were all punctual and
participated fully in engaging
with people on George Lane.
Jill Playford - Marie Curie
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ManFood
The pupils who participate in ManFood Club
cooked supper for the residents at Branches
Resettlement Centre on the 7th March. On the
menu: aloo gobi and chili paneer for the main
course and apple crumble for dessert. We delivered
the trays down to the shelter and they were very
grateful to the boys for their time, care and effort.

Forest Dene Nursing Home
On 5th December, our Senior School community
action students visited Forest Dene to spend some
time with residents making crafts and singing carols.
A lovely time was had by all, and the students loved
the experience.
Then, on December the 6th, the Prep School
Council delivered some festive spirit to the residents
and staff of Forest Dene Care Home. Whilst Mr
Clements accompanied on piano, they performed
a variety of Christmas carols, many of which the
residents knew and were happy to sing along to.
At the end, the joint Chair persons, Orla and
Luke, presented a Christmas hamper packed with
seasonal treats.
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Year 8 Sports Leaders
Ms Barras has been working with a group of
Year 8 girls to create sports leaders. As part of the
programme on Thursday 4th July they went to help
at Woodside Primary School sports day. They were
given responsibility for a station and asked to help
and create an enthusiastic atmosphere.

Wrap Up London Coat Collection
Year 11s lead this charity initiative whereby Forest
pupils and their families donated coats for the
charity Wrap Up London.

“Overall,
we think that the coat
collection was a huge success.
Planning the event, putting up
posters and raising awareness in
assemblies definitely paid off.
Laurie, Year 11
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Forest in Action
In June, the whole school participated in Forest in
Action Days. A programme of events designed to
enrich students life, but also to give back to our
local community. Here are the activities our pupils
get involved in:

Wanstead Park Digital Mapping
The pupils learnt about the history of Wanstead
park and then worked to digitally map the park,
enabling the local community to explore Wanstead’s
exciting heritage and hidden gems.
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Hands On Hand Out
The pupils cooked and baked food for London’s
homeless.

Waltham Forest Allotments
Pupils took over six beds at the Walthamstow
allotments previously used by the Salvation Army.
These will be cultivated to grow food which will
support local homeless shelters and food banks as
well as giving local residents with disabilities the
opportunity to have access to the allotments.

Bug Hotels
Pupils designed and created bug hotels using
sustainable materials which will be housed at local
primary schools, community centres and mental
health units.
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Crest UK
A group of year 7 students spent two days
volunteering with the Peterhouse branch of Crest.
Crest is an independent charity that runs a number
of invaluable services across Waltham Forest aimed
at supporting those suffering from Dementia, as
well as a range of Mental Health issues.

Age UK
Pupils worked at a community garden with Age
UK Waltham Forest. The project was to redesign
a tranquil and inspiring space for older residents
to enjoy.

Hampstead Nature Trail
Pupils redeveloped the nature park on Hampstead
Heath, creating a useable, fun, and vibrant nature
exploration area for the local residents, in particular
the preschool children who have regular sessions there.
38

Staff Volunteering
Jodie Spencer
Anna Landi
Anna Landi, our Drama teacher in the Prep
School has been volunteering with Chickenshed
Kensington and Chelsea since 2012. Chickenshed
is an inclusive theatre company, which run regular
theatre sessions for children, young people and
adults. She assists in workshops as a leader in small
groups and supports participants individually as a
one-to-one mentor.
She also helped them write two of their Children
Theatre’s shows, and in June 2017 they performed
Dreams of Freedom at the Royal Albert Hall,
partnered with Amnesty International UK, the
Triborough Music Hub’s Young Singers Choir and
the Children’s Laureate, Chris Riddell.
What fabulous community spirit. Well done Anna!

For six weeks last summer, our History teacher
Jodie Spencer, volunteered with refugees on the
Greek island of Lesvos.
Over 1.5 million refugees have resided in Lesvos
since the Refugee Crisis of 2015, hundreds of
thousands of whom are unaccompanied minors.
She worked for a Greek NGO, providing education
in English and Maths to many of these minors who
were living in Moria; known to be one of the worst
refugee camps in the world.
Armed with posters to help brighten up their
‘classrooms’ and resources provided by Forest
School, she arranged several projects which the
education centre found immensely useful. She has
also continued the link, encouraging Forest School
students to exchange postcards with the students
she taught last summer.
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Local Education
“hasThebeenHeadincredibly
of Physics at Forest
helpful and

flexible in running master classes
for students. In addition, staff who
have attended the master classes
have found them very powerful for
their own practice.
Deputy Head of Walthamstow School for Girls

Mr Aspery Physics Support
Over the last year Phil Aspery, our Head of
Physics, has been supporting physics teaching
at Walthamstow School for Girls, and has been
working closely with their Head of Science to help
ensure effective delivery of physics – particularly at
GCSE level.
Not limiting his talents to this initiative, Mr Aspery
has also been working with Highams Park School
(another local maintained comprehensive) Physics
Department, offering support and advice for
Oxbridge applications.
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Primary DT Training
Colleagues from five primary partner schools
visited Forest to attend a training session run by
Luke Barker, Head of DT. The session involved
training on delivery of a unit for years 3 or 4 in how
to create a circuit using conductible gel pens. The
attendees were then given resources to facilitate its
delivery in their own schools.
Thanks to Mr Barker and his team for their hard
work creating the resources and to those colleagues
who came; we hope the unit has worked well in
your own schools!

Forest Outreach Boxes
Forest Outreach has bought – with the help of Old
Forester Robert Moss – class sets of Microbits and
Raspberry Pis to help support coding in primary
schools. Local schools can borrow these boxes for
half a term at a time.
In Michaelmas, the first Forest Outreach Box was
delivered to Mr Cottle, the Headteacher of Our
Lady of Lourdes RC Primary School in Wanstead.
He was very excited to receive the Micro-bits box
which will be used by their new coding club - now
the children will be able to learn the next steps in
coding.

In the Lent term the Forest Outreach Box has
been with Mrs Pippa Addams, at Chingford CofE
Primary School, and is now with Mr Power at
Davies Lane Primary School. The feedback on the
boxes has been excellent.

In Trinity they have continued their journey around
the local area, going to Rushmore Primary in
Hackney. If a local school is interested in borrowing
a box please contact ak@forest.org.uk to make the
necessary arrangements.
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First Aid Training

Ogden Trust

Our Health and Safety Director, Wayne Bishop, ran
Ofsted Accredited Pediatric First Aid Training for
both our pre-prep staff and staff from our partner
primary schools. The training was run at cost, and we
hope this helped stretch maintained sector schools’
budgets given that alternatives can cost more than
£400 per attendee. This means it was very affordable
and popular with our local schools. As a result we
have run three training sessions so far this year.

On the 12th June we hosted 50 primary science
teachers for a fabulous CPD session with the Ogden
Trust. They covered Magnetic Mathematics,
Electrifying English, Physics - Light and Sound and
the Creative Cosmos. The feedback was excellent,
and many said it was the best inset they had been
on.

“bestThat
was probably one of the
CPD I have ever done. Got

tons of information from it and
have come away feeling inspired.
Christina Paul - Greenleaf Primary School
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Governance
Marcus Cliff Hodges
I am a governor at two schools (London Academy
of Excellence in Stratford, and Mayville Primary
School in Leyton). I always return from both the
Schools stimulated and refreshed. It galvanises
my thinking and in return I hope I can bring my
experience of running a very different school to play
when I visit, and help them look at their practices
and provision with a constructively critical eye. As
at Forest, the best support for a school comes from
governors having licence (and responsibility) to ask
challenging questions.
Marcus Cliff Hodges
Warden

Adela Kay
I am vice chair of governors at Churchfields
Infants School and I find the role interesting and
enlightening. In the last year I have been on the
recruitment panel for a new Head, which was
demanding and gave me a great insight into the
issues facing maintained school leadership in the
current educational climate.

Some of our Senior Leadership Team are
Governors at local maintained schools. This
is both testament to their dedication and
commitment to education and a significant
personal time commitment. As a governor
you get to support and mold strategy with
headteachers and their senior teams, and
it gives insight into the inner operations of
schools in very different settings.

Kate Spencer Ellis
I am governor at Wanstead Church of England
Primary School. I am the Safeguarding Governor
and Chair of the Resources Committee. This is the
second time I have been a governor – at my previous
school (a state comprehensive in Oxfordshire) I was
an elected teacher-governor.
I initially went into governance because I wanted
to commit to volunteering in the community. I was
approached by an outgoing governor and, following
an interview process, found it was a good fit. I have
tried my best to contribute my time, energy and
existing knowledge to the role.
Kate Spencer Ellis
Head of Sixth Form

Adela Kay
Director of Outreach
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Charity
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Whole School
FSPA: Macmillan’s World’s
Biggest Coffee Morning
During September, the Forest School Parents’
Association held a cake sale as part of Macmillan’s
World’s Biggest Coffee Morning which raised a
whopping £1,810.49 for this fantastic cause.
Thanks go to the Forest School Estates Team and
Chartwells, the caterers, for their support with this
event; and of course the pupils for buying the cakes!
Ms Heath also arranged a cake sale in the staff
common room which was well supplied and well
attended. They raised an additional £320.00.

Charity Afternoon
As a school we have two chosen charities selected by
our students; all of our whole school charity events
go towards these two causes. They are Haven House
Hospice and the London Wildlife Trust.
Our big event each year is Charity Afternoon which
takes place in the last week of the Trinity term. This
year we raised nearly £4,000. One member of staff
lost his beard for charity and lots of other stalls were
run by students through the afternoon. A great way
to raise money for such good causes.
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Amnesty International Week
Amnesty International Week saw a team of students
run a host of fundraising activites all in aid of the
charity. From charity quizzes to Krispy Kreme sales
to Live Lounge charity nights. Overall we’ve raised
£1,003. Thanks to everyone who got involved.

Other School
Charitable Activites
Sponsored Swim for Sports Aid
Welbeing Cake Sale for Young Minds
Michaelmas Concert for Centrepoint
Churros Sale for Crisis
WOHAA Collection and Raffle
Bake Sale for Human Appeal
Soul Night
Bake Sale for Just Like Us
Non Uniform Day
Fushion Show for Cardiac Risk in Young
Chapel Collection for Prisoners Advice
Service
Rememberance Day Collection for British
Legion and Battle of Britain
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Motorbikes for Marsabit
Old Forester, The Venerable Elwin Cockett
(Copeland’s, 1973-77) had some fantastic news to
share with us here at Forest. He is involved in a
charity called “Motorbikes for Marsabit”, which
purchases motorbikes for parish priests in Northern
Kenya, allowing them to cover the huge and difficult
terrain that their parishes are spread across. Thanks
to the generosity of Forest families – to the tune
of £593.69, raised in the retiring collection from
the Commemoration Day Service in Chapel - they
have been able to purchase a motorbike.

Prep School
Prep Charity Disco
On Friday 7th December, the Pre-Prep and Prep
school had a Christmas disco supported by the
FSPA. The children had a lot of fun and danced
the time away! They raised £1,190 from the ticket
sales which will be divided between this year's four
house charities.

Other Prep School
Charitable Activites
Christmas Jumper Day
Treasure Island
Non Uniform Day
Comic Relief
Jazz Concert

Prep Harvest Festival:
Collection for Christian Kitchen
As part of the Prep School's harvest celebrations,
food and money was collected during the services
in September. The proceeds were all donated to the
Christian Kitchen in Walthamstow.
The Christian Kitchen is a charity provision which
feeds homeless and marginalised people in Waltham
Forest. They run a catering van every evening from
Walthamstow market and feed around 60 people
daily.
The food donations contributed directly to the
meals, whilst the £411 helped with the general
running costs. Thanks to all the parents and pupils
who contributed.
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Charity Shoe Collection
At the end of the last school year, children in the
Pre-Prep and Prep school took off their old school
shoes and left them behind on the last day of term.
Many brought in trainers and casual shoes too.

Red Nose Day
In March the Prep School participated in Red Nose
Day which caused much excitement and merriment
and also raised lots of money for a very good cause!

The school council collected them up, bagged
them, and sent them to Siancaba on the banks of
the Zambezi. They have been given to many in
need.

Easter Egg Collection
Following the success of last year’s Easter Egg
Appeal, we are once again joining forces with the
charity Ambition, Aspire, Achieve, to collect
chocolate Easter Eggs for underprivileged children
in Newham.
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International
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Partnership with China
We have been forging a link with the Shanghai
Foreign Language Middle School (part of the Aurora
Education Group) for the past year.
•

Why? Because we should be part of the wider
global debate about teaching and learning, and
explore what we learn from other countries

This also gives our students opportunities to
experience a different culture and forge friendships
across continents.
In addition, our established Mandarin teaching
in the prep school and the senior school has
produced students who would benefit greatly from
an international exchange with China to further
enrich their curriculum.

Forest Prep School has taught Mandarin for 7
years and the first cohort of Mandarin learners
to reach the Senior School are now in Year 8. It
is therefore time to look for a partnership which
will further the development of Mandarin at
Forest, extend our students’ opportunities for cross
cultural experiences, and give our staff the chance
to experience different pedagogical approaches.
Over the next 5 years Mandarin will grow through
the senior school, with students taking GCSE and
A Level exams.
To have a partner school in China will give those
students the opportunity to partake in joint learning
with native Mandarin speakers online and in person,
and therefore provide them with a good grounding
for future examinations and the world beyond Forest.
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This partnership will also enhance the education of
students and teachers, both in Forest School and in
the Aurora schools, and help prepare young people
for adult life in a global economy.
During Michaelmas half term, the Warden, Mr Cliff
Hodges, Director of Outreach and Partnerships,
Mrs Kay, and the Head of Mandarin, Ms Chen,
flew to Shanghai to visit our partnership school in
China. This followed on from the visit of Principal
He and Mr Huckabee who came to Forest in May
2018.
We spent a day at the Aurora Middle School and
a day at the Aurora Vocational College, observing
lessons, talking to staff and taking part in activities.

We were particularly interested in their approach to
teaching and learning, and enjoyed taking part in
a number of symposiums with their staff. Exciting
research aside, our main task was to set up a cultural
programme that Forest students will benefit from
when they visit.
This will involve both staff and students undertaking
study visits and our Mandarin students working
with their Chinese counterparts in Shanghai,
starting later in the academic year.
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Our Pupil Exchange
In June 2019 we hosted 20 pupils and 3 teachers
from Aurora. They stayed with families and came
into school for 12 days. During their time with us
they experienced lessons, did a practical science
day, made English afternoon tea with the Food and
Nutrition team and completed a musicals workshop
with Mr Clements and the drama graduates. They
also went on excursions to London, Cambridge
and Windsor.
19 students and 4 teachers will visit Shanghai in
March 2020. This is a very exciting opportunity
that fits within Forest’s strategic plans to develop
partnerships at all levels and will give those students
a chance to practice their Mandarin, experience
Chinese culture and visit places of Chinese cultural
importance.
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Economic Impact
GDP SUPPORTED IN OUR
SCHOOL’S UK-BASED

OUR TOTAL

CONTRIBUTION

SUPPLY CHAIN

TO UK GDP

£13,255,445 £32,786,173
SCHOOL’S

OWN DIRECT GDP

£15,302,600
SUPPORTED

BY THE SPENDING OF OUR
STAFF AND OUR UK-BASED
SUPPLIERS’ STAFF

£13,255,445
THE NUMBER OF JOBS
FOREST SCHOOL HAVE
SUPPORTED THROUGH
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT

365
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£
OUR CONTRIBUTION
TO THE GDP OF

WALTHAM
FOREST LAD

£17,621,257

JOBS

TOTAL NUMBER OF JOBS IN
WALTHAM FOREST LAD
SUPPORTED BY FOREST
SCHOOL’S ACTIVITIES

411

The Future
In 2019/20 Forest School is beginning the process
to ensure that girls and boys in the local area are
able to access Forest’s education regardless of
background. We are re-launching our bursary
programme to ensure that the most in need can
access the education we offer.
Forest School is also launching a Founders’ Day
Bursary specifically for children in care or with
experience of the care system and we are working
with partners in social services and the local
education authorities to ensure that the most
appropriate children access the fund, ensuring a
Forest for All.
Forest pupils are global citizens and through
Outreach and Partnership opportunities here, they
will visit China and share learning with our partner
school in Shanghai, in the same way as they visit
local primary schools to work with children on
projects across the full range of subjects, opening
the white gates to ensure growth both inside and
out.

Looking forward, we are keen to continue to grow
our Partnerships work with timetabled support for
local primaries in key subject areas, an exciting and
engaging science week and other subject-specific
shared events.
We wish to expand on our Partnerships with the
London Academy of Excellence and the Hackney
Empire, both of which seek to engage and improve
life chances for some of the most disadvantaged in
our area of North East London, and continue to
work for a Forest School which truly represents and
is part of its local community.
Forest Outreach and Partnerships will continue to
strengthen Forest through collaboration.
If you would like your school or organisation to
work with us please contact ak@forest.org.uk.
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Thank you for all your hard work.
Our work with others, contributes to making Forest
the vibrant learning community it is.

Contact Us
If you would like to partake in our outreach program
or report on any outreach or charity event you are
currently doing, please contact:

Adela Kay
ak@forest.org.uk
Ext: 6608

London E17 3PY
0208 520 1744 | admissions@forest.org.uk | www.forest.org.uk

